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Ironstone Industry, 1887-1948
A century ago a large section of Hook Norton’s male working population worked
locally in heavy industry. Traditionally an agricultural community, since the late
1880s the village had also become a centre not just of iron-ore quarrying but also of
processing the ore ready for transportation to the steel furnaces of Wales and the
Midlands. The approach to the village from Bloxham was dominated on the north
side, between the road and the railway line, by several huge kilns – four by the
1920s – along with a coal-fired gas plant, which together filled the air of Hook Norton

Kilns belonging to the Brymbo Steel Company seen from the Bloxham road.
The third kiln was added during the First World War. The main railway line can
just be seen running behind the works. Some of the works buildings still survive.
Photo: Henry Simms, Packer Collection
© Oxfordshire County Council Photographic Archive (D243327a).

with noxious fumes. At its height during the Great War, the industry fell into severe
decline by the 1930s, only to be revived in the Second World War. Since 1950 the
only record of the industry has been the scars it has left, only slowly being covered
over by nature and, more effectively, by new houses.
Before the 1880s the bedded ironstone around Hook Norton had been
important for building churches and houses. By the mid-nineteenth century
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industrialists were becoming aware that the ironstone contained a significant
proportion of ore that could be utilized in the growing iron and steel industry; the
problem was transporting such a heavy and cumbersome product to the place of
manufacture. Access to the ironstone was always the chief reason for building a
railway line between Adderbury and Kingham, and the route of the planned BanburyCheltenham railway was deliberately changed from easier ones through Swerford or
the Sibfords to the challenging line through Hook Norton in order to reach larger
sources of ironstone.
Three years before the line opened in 1887, the Oxfordshire Ironstone
Company bought up land on either side of the station site, out beyond East End, with
a view to extracting the mineral ore. This was the beginning of four different
industrial operations in Hook Norton, though ultimately the business would be
dominated by the Brymbo Steel and Iron Ingot Company of Wrexham, in North
Wales.

Hook Norton Ironstone Partnership, 1884-1903
The first quarrying operation was conducted by the Partnership of Richard Looker,
John Wilson and Henry Lovatt, who at first leased the land bought by the Oxfordshire
Ironstone Company and then, in 1890, purchased it outright. Subsequently they
bought up a much larger area, bounded by Station Road on the south side and the
Sibford Road on the west, as far north as The Gate Hang High crossroads.
Production probably began in 1889 but authorities dispute where. Margaret
Dickins stated that the area first dug was immediately west of the station,
presumably in the present Austin’s Way. The historian Eric Tonks disagrees and
points to work first south-east of the station yard, where the ore-bearing stone could
be loaded directly into railway wagons, and then in the field immediately north of the
Bloxham road. The output from this field was conveyed by horse-drawn cart to the
station yard, tipped out, and then shovelled “with back-breaking energy” into railway
wagons.1

1

Margaret Dickins, History of Hook Norton (Banbury, 1928), page 158; Eric Tonks, Ironstone Quarries
of the Midlands: History, Operation and Railways, 9 vols. (Cheltenham, 1988), vol. 2, page 74.
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From Eric Tonks, Ironstone Quarries in the Midlands, vol. 2, page 72.
© Book Law Publications, Nottingham, permission granted.
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The main area of production developed north of the main road at two quarries:
Townsend Pit ran north from the corner of the modern Hollybush Road, while Hiatt’s
Pit lay farther north, west of the present-day lake. The ironstone was conveyed from
these two quarries by cable-powered, narrow-gauge tramways which met at a
junction some 50 yards north of Station Road. There the trucks had to be
transferred, one at a time, to another cable-powered tramway that took them through
a tunnel under the main road and then south (through the modern Austin’s Way) to a
tipping dock at the south end of the railway embankment on which The Grange
housing estate now stands. Several ore tubs were then side-tipped together into
standard-gauge trucks, which were hauled by locomotive eastwards under the
viaduct and round northwards up a steep track running parallel with the mainline to a
specially-built marshalling yard southeast of the station. There trucks were
assembled into trains ready for their mainline journey to the foundries.2
This transport system proved complicated for the short distance involved, and
very labour-intensive. The expense of these arrangements contributed to the
financial difficulties of the company, which in any case faced a fall in the demand for
iron ore around the turn of the century. The quarries were closed in May 1901 and
the Partnership wound up in March 1903. The locomotive was seized by a creditor,
and the standard-gauge line southeast of the station was lifted and sold, along with
most of the cableway. Some fields which had been leased from a local farmer,
Henry Baker, probably soon went back into production as part of his quarrying
operation, but the main quarries lay idle for six years until purchased by the Brymbo
Steel Company in 1909.

H.W. Baker, 1895-1918
Henry William Baker moved to Hook Norton from Worcester when he married a
daughter of the Minchin family, which had held East End farm for over a century.
Baker developed the second commercial ironstone operation in Hook Norton about

2

This transport system required much manhandling of the trucks. For example, from Hiatts Quarry
the ore trucks began their journey drawn by locomotive and were then transferred – one at a time – to
the cableway. They were drawn up to the road by one cableway and then changed to a downhill
cableway which took them to the tipping dock, where at least several trucks could be tipped at once
into the full-size trucks.
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Baker’s Top Pit, about 1900
From the Percy Hackling Collection, Hook Norton Village Museum and Archive

1895. His main quarry, often called “Top Pit”, lay just east of the Sibford Road (not
too far from the present Redlands Farm), together with a small, short-lived one
known as “Goosacre” just west of the road. He also leased some land to the
Partnership and then worked it himself after 1903; this was known then as “Bottom
Pit” and now as Ironstone Hollow.
Baker probably started quarrying in the 1890s, but all his operations were by
hand, employing about 20 men and boys. The stone was prised out by pick and long
levering bars, though blasting was later used. It was loaded by hand into twowheeled, horse-drawn carts, which were taken by boys to the station yard, where “it
was tipped and then shovelled into wagons from a loading platform level with the
wagon floor”.3 The ore was sold initially to foundries in the Midlands and South
Wales, and then to Brymbo, who saw to the processing and mainline transportation.
Baker died in 1915 but the high demand created by the Great War ensured
that his relatively small operation continued for another three years. Baker’s
distinctive contribution was to insist, as a farmer, that the “toppers” - who dug down
3

Tonks, Ironstone Quarries of the Midlands, vol. 2, page 82.
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from the surface to the seam of iron ore –divided the top soil from the sub-soil and,
after mining, replaced the piles in the appropriate order. The result was that his land
returned to agricultural use much more quickly and successfully than did that mined
by other operators.

Earl of Dudley Quarries, 1901-1916
The third commercial ironstone operation was designed to supply the Earl of
Dudley’s Round Oak steel works in Staffordshire. It exploited a different area of
Hook Norton from the other operations: south rather than east of the village, and
lying just north and east of the Swerford Road. The ore was an outcrop, spread in a
narrow strip from near Grounds Farm right through the southern viaduct to Archill
near the Swerford Road, and in time round to Beanacre. The land was purchased in
1898 but working did not begin till 1901.

The Earl of Dudley’s Kiln Site, taken from South Hill, about 1910.
The southern viaduct of the mainline railway can be seen on the left, curving round to the northern viaduct and
the station area in the background. Nearer to us than the station, on the right-hand edge, is Park Farm.
Dominating the foreground is the Dudley kiln, with the ramp up to the top. The cable-driven tramway ran on the
viaduct in front of the kiln, bringing in tubs of ore from the far side of the viaduct and from Grounds Farm on the
right.
Photo: Henry Simms, Packer Collection
© Oxfordshire County Council Photographic Archive (D243344a).
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The quarries were serviced by a cable-worked double tramway that ran
horizontally across the valley bottom from one end of the outcrop to the other. In the
middle, just east of the mainline, stood a huge coal-fired kiln, which, through a
process called “calcining” (or roasting), broke the ore down and drove off water,
carbonic acid and various volatile elements, thus reducing both weight and bulk for
transportation. The ore-filled tubs were hauled up a concrete ramp to the top of the
kiln and their contents tipped in; when charged, the ore was burned and then
emptied.
Most unusually, the processed ore was emptied into tubs at the foot of a
cable-worked double incline and dragged by a steam-powered, endless rope
haulage system to a gantry at the top of the steep field, where they were tipped into
standard-gauge wagons. These wagons stood on a siding that came off the main
line about the point where the southernmost embankment changes to a cutting
through South Hill; from there the filled wagons were hauled on the main line north to
the Earl of Dudley’s foundries and blast furnaces. Coal was brought in on the same

The Earl of Dudley’s kiln photographed about 1906 from the railway line.
Park Farm is now seen on the left and Brymbo’s two kilns in the distance. In the foreground is the small power
station that powered the adjacent cableway that carried the calcined ore from the kiln up South Hill to the railway
siding where it was transferred to standard-gauge wagons which then took it on the main line to the Earl’s works.
Photo: Henry Taunt
© Oxfordshire County Council Photographic Archive (HT9596).
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siding and sent down to the kiln and the power units on a second double incline,
which was powered by the weight of the full coal tubs.
When the Archill quarry (just off the Swerford road, on the western side) was
exhausted, the cableway was extended north to the Beanacre Quarry. This quarry
stretched from the stream through the site of the modern Beanacre housing
development and up to the back of houses along Ashburton Lane and Rope Way.
(The latter name comes from rope-making, not the tramway!). On their way to the
kiln on the far side of the railway viaduct, the filled wagons had to make a sharp
right-angle turn which almost certainly required each one to be temporarily unclipped
from the cableway and manhandled round the corner.
The operations at these workings were erratic, with several temporary
closures, and working finally ceased in April 1916. As war-time demand was at its
height, this suggests that the usable ore had all been mined. The plant was
dismantled in 1920 and the tramways lifted. The concrete causeway, ramp and kiln
long remained intact, and little effort was made to clear or restore the site. The main
field east of the railway and reaching up to the Swerford Road was not bulldozed for
cultivation until August 1982.

Brymbo Steel Company, 1898-1948
The fourth quarrying operation to be started in Hook Norton proved the most longlasting and had the most influence on the village. The Brymbo Steel and Ingot Iron
Company had been operating at Wrexham in North Wales since 1798. By the 1890s
it needed a replacement for its own diminishing local source of ironstone and found it
in Hook Norton, at Park Farm. Lying farther east than other operations, the
ironstone covered broader areas of fairly level ground with the ore under shallow
cover. Brymbo’s test holes suggested that 90 acres of the farm contained about a
million tons of ironstone about 5 or 6 feet deep, with an average of about 40% of iron
on calcining, which proved an overestimate. This source was thought capable of
supplying 80,000 tons of ore a year for thirteen and a half years.
Since the ore would have to be transported 132 miles to Wrexham, Brymbo
decided to calcine the ore on site in two gas-fired kilns to reduce weight and bulk.
According to Miss Dickins, these were of an American design and the first of their
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kind in Britain. The kilns and gas plant were sited, with offices and workshops, east
of the village just north of the road to Milcombe and Bloxham; the site had extensive
sidings that were linked to the main railway line. Coal for the gas plant could be
brought in directly in standard-gauge wagons, and calcined ore could be loaded into
them directly from the kilns. Across the road from the kilns and processing area, the
company built a terrace of six cottages – the present Brymbo Cottages – to house
key personnel, some brought in from Wrexham, to operate the electrical and gas
plant at the works.

Brymbo Cottages about 1930
The tramway from Park Farm ran in the cutting within the double fence in front of the houses.
Photo: Henry Simms, Packer Collection
© Oxfordshire County Council Photographic Archive (D243329).

Like the Earl of Dudley’s operation, Brymbo decided to adopt a narrow-gauge
tramway system to transport the ore to the kilns and enable the kilns to be directly
charged.4 The narrow-gauge wagons or tubs were carried by steam-operated lift to
the tops of the kilns and emptied by a rotary tippler. Unlike the Dudley operation, the
kilns were designed for continuous operation, while the narrow-gauge wagons would
be drawn not by powered cables but by locomotive.
From the processing area alongside the mainline, the narrow-gauge tramway
travelled south, dipping down into a brick-lined tunnel under the Bloxham road and
then passing in a shallow cutting behind the cottages before crossing the stream on
an embankment to Park Farm. The tramway then curved to the right (i.e., to the
west) roughly along the line of the present footpath leading to the village from Manor

4

Brymbo adopted a two-foot wide gauge, compared with the 18-inch width preferred earlier by the
Partnership.
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The Brymbo Works, where a fourth kiln opened in 1922.
The tramway is approaching from the south, where it has passed in front of Brymbo Cottages
and then through a tunnel under the Bloxham road on its way with full trucks from the Park Farm quarry.
The steep incline forced the locomotives to use much sand to enhance their grip in damp and frosty weather.
Photo: Henry Simms, Packer Collection

© Oxfordshire County Council Photographic Archive (D243329a)

Farm. The first workings were on the outcrop facing the stream, but in 1899 the
tramway was extended under the northern rail viaduct, at the northern end of the
embankment that lies between the two viaducts, to enable the mining of the land
west of that middle embankment (next to the modern Park Hill and just north of
Beanacre). A dreadful accident occurred here in December 1899 when the tramway
locomotive overturned under the viaduct, trapping
the young driver by his legs, requiring one of them
to be amputated.
By 1903 the area west of the railway line
had been exhausted and extraction began at Park
Farm quarry proper, in the fields east of the middle
railway embankment. As with all these quarrying
operations, branch lines had to be laid running

The overburden cut back to allow
access to the ironstone. Probably

close to the working faces and then moved as the

taken on Park Farm about 1906.

line of quarrying advanced. About the same time a

Photo: Henry Taunt
© Oxfordshire County Council
Photographic Archive (HT9600).

new face was also opened well to the east, near
10
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Manor Farm, that moved west towards Park Farm, with a new tramway laid out from
near where the tramway crossed the stream. When this quarrying ceased about
1910, the track was lifted and operations concentrated on the Park Farm face.

Brymbo Expands and Declines
By 1909 it appeared that the best stone might be running out at Park Farm. Brymbo
responded by purchasing 120 acres north of the mainline which had belonged to the
bankrupted Hook Norton Ironstone Partnership and leased four fields from H.W.
Baker. The firm also bought some land south of the road including the old
workhouse cottages in Workhouse Lane as well as the neighbouring farm in Station

The locomotive ‘JOAN’ collecting filled trams from Redlands Quarry in the 1920s.
The photographer’s young son, Basil Packer, hangs on the back of the locomotive.
Photo by Frank Packer
Courtesy: Hook Norton Village Museum and Archive

Field (now Austin’s Way), but the main area operated (known as Redlands) lay north
of the main road, stretching from the present Hollybush Road up to Redlands Farm

11
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and Wincotts Farm on the Sibford Road. In 1916 the company added Whitehills
Farm, increasing this holding to 300 acres. Redlands Farm itself was leased for
agriculture and fields elsewhere that contained no ore were sold, though preserving
rights of way for future tramways. Brymbo also continued the long standing
arrangement whereby it bought ore from H.W. Baker’s company.
It was now estimated that there were 290,000 tons of ore available, two-thirds
of it at Redlands, enough to last thirty-six years. This quantity not only met Brymbo’s
requirements but provided a surplus that was sold to foundries in the Midlands and
South Wales. To bring the product of this new area to its works, Brymbo built a new
tramway out from its works towards the west, passing under the mainline at Black
Bridge. The track then turned more northerly to the more westerly so-called
“Redlands Quarry” (a long way east of the present farm buildings) and the more
northerly “Brymbo Quarries”.
Brymbo took half of its requirements (or 30,000 tons p.a.) from Park Farm,
15,000 tons from Redlands and 15,000 from Baker’s quarries. When Baker’s ore
was exhausted, it doubled production from Redlands, where the overburden was
shallow. Ore was extracted from the two different sites because the ore from the
new northern quarries, though only about 30% iron on calcining, contained more lime
than the more silicaceous ores from Park Farm; if kept separate, the two could be
carefully mixed at Wrexham to produce a “self-fluxing” charge that did not need the
addition of limestone as a flux. A third kiln started production “early in World War I”,
according to local sources.5
The outbreak of the Great War urgently boosted demand and required
Brymbo to expand its manpower, equipment and processing. With an output of
5,000 tons a week – five times the pre-war level – 100 people were now employed.
A second locomotive was purchased in 1915, together with a Steam Navvy Crane
which worked on reopening the west face at Park Farm where there were difficulties
in screening the overburden from the ironstone. The huge demand for iron and steel
led to growing imports of richer ores from northern Spain, but still the war demanded
that the Midlands quarries continued to expand.

5

Tonks, Ironstone Quarries, vol. 2, page 88; Percy Hackling, “Notes and Photographs”, says “in 1918”.
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An immediate post-war boom encouraged more ambitious plans which proved
short-lived. A third locomotive was purchased and fourth kiln added in 1921-1922.
A new branch line was prepared to run due west from near Black Bridge to the old

The “steam navy” and rotary grader
used to separate the topping from the ironstone beneath,
on Park face from 1915 to the 1920s.
Photo by Packer.
From the Percy Hackling Collection, Hook Norton Village Museum and Archive

Townsend workings around the present Orchard Road, but no rails were laid and the
old pit was not reopened. The Steam Navvy was returned to Brymbo because it
clogged in wet weather, and a new one purchased.
Soon activity slowed down as demand fell and foreign competition increased.
The 1920s were marked by stoppages and short-time working, as the iron-ore trade
suffered an “almost universal ... depression.” The Brymbo works magazine’s reports
from Hook Norton covered not mining but the fortunes of the football and cricket
teams, the latter playing on land donated for the purpose by Brymbo just west of the
middle embankment, on Park Hill. Unable to find permanent employment, Brymbo’s
workers moved away, some emigrating. Others found work improving the Hook
Norton to Bloxham road. Closed down by the general strike of 1926, the calcining
kilns were never reopened and from 1927 the Wrexham works stopped receiving
Hook Norton ore. The Brymbo Steel Company went bankrupt in the world trade
slump of 1931, and operations at Hook Norton ceased.
13
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Land quarried by the Brymbo Company by 1920.
Ore from Redlands was conveyed to the processing site under Black Bridge,
which carried the railway over the tramway.
Map drawn by Percy Hackling
Courtesy: Hook Norton Village Museum and Archive

The Last Throes
In 1934 Mr Harmar-Brown leased the Hook Norton operations from Brymbo’s
successor company. Only Park Farm went into operation, often for only one day a
week. The uncalcined ore was sold to South Wales and the Midlands, and dried ore
mixed with lime and sawdust was sold to gas works in Banbury and Chipping Norton
for gas purification. Nearly two-thirds of the iron ore used in British industry was now
imported from French North Africa and Scandinavia because of its superior quality.

14
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The Second World War’s urgent needs revived the industry. Demand increased
hugely because the lower quality of British ores meant that twice as much was
needed simply to replace the foreign ores imported in peacetime. Brymbo once
more took over in Hook Norton, and by February 1943 82 men and boys were
employed; conscription was deferred for workers in an industry essential for the war
effort. Though the blast furnaces preferred calcined ore, Hook Norton did not reopen

Land quarried by the Brymbo Company by 1946
Map drawn by Percy Hackling
Courtesy: Hook Norton Village Museum and Archive

its kilns, instead sending bulky loads of raw ironstone ore to Wrexham. Two extra
locomotives were procured so that there were normally four in steam on the site, and
new machinery was introduced to help remove the overburden. This hectic
production was briefly stopped at Hook Norton in 1944 in order to release
locomotives and wagons to supply the invasion of France.

15
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By August 1945 there were 80 hopper wagons in regular circuit between Hook
Norton and Wrexham. As a result of the demand, Redlands Quarry had extended
towards the north and east, opening up the difficult Nill Face (named after the farm
standing above) which worked right to the end of the war. Park Farm was also
intensively worked and the final, eastward moving face had almost reached the old
abandoned Manor Farm face when it too halted in mid-1945, leaving a strip of
original land between the two faces.
The war had kept the quarries open but they were long past their economic
use-by date. As the war ended, Brymbo began to import higher iron-content ores
through Birkenhead. The Hooky operation closed in June 1946 and in 1948 the
equipment was sold. Track, locomotives and kilns were dismantled in 1949, and the
wagons sent to Tanganyika to help the ill-fated Groundnut Scheme. The ironstone
and concrete bases of the kilns, 20 feet in diameter, were not demolished until the
early 1980s. Some remains still survive, especially at the processing centre; see this
website’s item on Visible Remains of the Ironstone Industry, in the section ‘History
around Us’.

Working on the Ironstone
For over fifty years the ironstone industry had provided a good if erratic and
demanding living for the people of Hook Norton. As with quarries everywhere, there
were long hours of hard manual work for meagre pay, commencing at 6 a.m., and
injuries were common.
The first job was that of ‘topper’ – digging down to the ironstone and removing
the overburden. Men often worked in pairs: one shovelled top soil and sub-soil,
much of it clay, into a wheelbarrow, with “the other ‘running the plank’ to deposit it on
worked-out ground; this called for a modicum of skill in timing steps to the rhythmic
bounce of the plank, which became well-grooved by the iron wheels.” The planks
were 12 inches wide, 20-25 feet long, supported on trestles set high above the
working floor and tramway below. Each pair was paid by the cubic yard of material
removed, plus a bonus for usable ore recovered from the overburden.

16
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Men working at the ironstone face in Redlands Quarry in the 1920s.
The man above is a “topper” returning from “running the plank”
with barrow loads of overburden that were being moved from new diggings to worked out areas.
This photograph was taken immediately after the train in the photograph on page 11 had moved out.
Photo by Frank Packer.
Courtesy: Hook Norton Village Museum and Archive.

Extracting the ore was difficult at Redlands and the ironstone required blasting
to loosen it. The “blower” would use a compressed air drill to drill a series of holesup
to 14 feet deep; the skill lay in judging the charge needed to loosen the face rather
than scattering it over village and countryside! At Park Farm the ore was much
looser and more easily extracted by hand tools. The technique was to undercut the
base of the face until the ground cracked and then to jump clear on warning from
above. The men then used picks (or “pecks”), hammers, bars and wedges to reduce
the size of the larger lumps, loosen the ore and fork it out. They then used an 18
inch wide, seven- or eight-tined fork to fill the trams. Usually early in the day they
would lay aside larger lumps of ore and use them to load the last tubs of the day.
Tonks explained, “As the men were paid according to the number of tubs loaded, this
practice enabled them to fill the last set of tubs more quickly and thus knock off a few

17
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minutes earlier.” On average, one man in a day would fill 20 trams
with some 25 tons of ore.
The locomotive drivers and their mates were required to start
two hours earlier than the quarrymen in order to raise steam, lubricate
moving parts, and chop wood. Once a fortnight on the Sunday they
had to carry out a maintenance programme, including washing out the
boiler, while a blacksmith carried out necessary repairs to locomotive
and wagons. Daily operations had to be slick to keep the cutting
faces supplied with empty wagons and the kilns supplied with ore, but
Eight-tined fork

great care had to be taken while ascending or descending the tippler

The Village
Museum displays a
seven-tined fork.

bank. The long hours were broken only by a half-hour lunch break

Photo: Oxfordshire
Museums Service

but, as an incentive to keep up the pace, loco crews received the
benefit of a tonnage bonus. Before returning to the rail shed at the

end of the day, the locos had to be coaled and watered ready for the next day.
The kilns required a variety of labour. Expertise was required to control the
supply of gas and the rate of burning, to recharge with coal every 10 to 15 minutes,
and to supervise the frequent loading and unloading of the kiln. Sheer physical effort
was involved in manhandling the wagons into the lift, rolling them on to the tippler,
and then pushing them over. A team of nine men was required to operate the kilns,
which operated twenty-four hours a day for five and a half days a week; at night they
were illuminated by electricity, which was not otherwise available in the village until
1926. On Saturday afternoons the gas jets had to be cleaned and other
maintenance done, and on Sundays the kilns were relit, often at some hazard to
those present from blowbacks of acrid yellow smoke. One present inhabitant of
Hook Norton who worked on the kilns for six months as a young man described it as
the hardest labour imaginable.6
These back-breaking tasks – relieved only partly by the use of machinery –
could for the time provide a reasonable wage. Local historian Percy Hackling
calculated that in 1919 the wages at the ironstone were one-third higher than at the
brewery. Decent wages at the quarries were, unfortunately, dependent on full-time
working proving possible. Quite apart from business slowdowns, snow or heavy rain
6

Geoff Hillman, in conversation with the author.
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could interrupt work, and labourers often split coal sacks and put them over their
head and shoulders to give protection as they worked. During the Great War piece
rates doubled, but in 1919 the introduction of the eight-hour day was translated into a
requirement that a labourer should fill 67 trucks per week at pre-war pay rates. In
effect, hours were reduced without increasing wage rates. The Second World War
again saw wage rates enhanced by good bonuses, but afterwards the end of
quarrying meant the disappearance of an important source of local employment,
forcing workers to look for jobs at a distance from the village.

Resurrection?
The closing of the ironstone quarries in 1946 was not the end of the story. In the late
1950s the steel industry experienced a boom which prompted commercial interest in
reopening the iron ore fields of north Oxfordshire. The major proposal involved a
total of 2,553 acres, spreading south from the Hook Norton-Milcombe road, crossing
the A361 between the Swerford turn and South Newington, and reaching as far as
Iron Down (on the Deddington road) and almost Great Tew. Swerford and Wigginton
would be by-passed, but the Hook Norton diggings were to be reopened. Haulage
was to be by lorry on specially built concrete roads to the railheads, which still
included Hook Norton. Altogether, about 4,000 acres were being sought for
quarrying, estimated to yield at least two million tons of ore per year.7
The proposal prompted a public outcry. A heated public inquiry was held in
Banbury in 1960 which rapidly became a political issue. In May 1961 the Minister for
Housing and Local Government refused the applications on the ground that
attractive countryside would be destroyed, though he was no doubt aware of the
electoral consequences of giving his consent. In a sense it was all for nothing,
because the sharp recession in the steel industry that soon followed effectively
guaranteed that the scheme would probably have been abandoned. But it was a
turning point: if large-scale quarrying had ever reopened, local employment would
have been boosted once more but the long transition of Hook Norton and the

Tonks, Ironstone Quarries of the Midlands, vol. 2, pages 69-71. See also Roy Gregory, “Oxfordshire
Ironstone”, in Peter J. Smith, ed., The Politics of Physical Resources (Harmondsworth: Penguin
Books, 1975), pages 22-65.
7
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adjacent area from being an isolated industrial location towards becoming a
somewhat gentrified rural suburb would have been long delayed, if not altogether
halted.

© Donald Ratcliffe
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For further reading:
Paul Ingham: Two Foot Gauge to the Ironstone, Hook Norton – Brymbo: A History of
the Railway, The Industry It Served, The Men and Machines
(Cambrian Forge, Gwynedd: RCL Publications, 2000).
[Out of print, but available in libraries.]

Eric Tonks:

Ironstone Quarries of the Midlands: History, Operation and Railways,
9 vols. (Cheltenham: Runpast Publishing, 1988), Parts 1 & 2.
[Copies available from www.booklaw.co.uk.]

Other references:
Percy Hackling:
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